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Cartoon Diagram of  the ModelCartoon Diagram of  the Model



Units and Governing EquationsUnits and Governing Equations



v =Radial velocity   =Angular momentum

=Density    =Vertical averaged density

P =Pressure  Q+ =Heat gain

 =Adiabatic index  Q- =Heat loss

The angular momentum distribution equation:



Radiation ProcessesRadiation Processes

Accelerated or decelerated electrons around ions emit 
bremsstrahlung radiation.

Relativistic electrons moving in a magnetic field emit 
synchrotron radiation.

Locally soft  photons and that supplied by Keplerian disk is 
inverse-Comptonized by hot electrons in the CENBOL.

Coulomb coupling tries to maintain the temperature 
difference between electron and proton.

Non-thermal electrons produced by the shock acceleration, 
are essential in explaining the non-thermal power-law 
spectrum in high energy.

Pair production and annihilation



M = 10 M⊙ 

Xs = 15 Rg

M = 108 M⊙ 

Xs = 117 Rg

General Behaviour of SpectraGeneral Behaviour of Spectra



Creating a Local/Table Model for XSPECCreating a Local/Table Model for XSPEC

➢Phenomenological model Vs Self-consistent hydrodynamic 
model

➢Important free parameters: Mass, shock location, sub-
Keplerian rate, Keplerian rate 

➢Local model --> Write source code compatible to xspec and 
link

➢Table model -->Generate lots of model spectra and create a 
table. convert the database into a fits model

➢MC Table model



ṁh=0 .69±0 .14 ; ṁd=0 .31±0 .08 ;x s=44±14 .5

Broadband X-ray spectral modeling: Broadband X-ray spectral modeling:  GRO J1655-40 GRO J1655-40



ṁh=0 .3±0 .09 ; ṁd=6 .26±0 .52 ;xs=42 .03±11.25 .

Broadband X-ray spectral modeling: Broadband X-ray spectral modeling:  GRS 1915+105 GRS 1915+105



Montecarlo ModelMontecarlo Model

➢Radiation spectrum from analytic calculations works fine in 
specific situations, namely low and high optical depth or 
non-relativistic and extreme relativistic cases.

➢But the most interesting cases are and mildy-relativistic 
plasma. Example may be black hole candidates in 
intermediate states.

➢Need to simulate the spactrum using Montecarlo method

➢We simulate the radiation spectra from two-component 
accretion flow model using the hydrodynamic solutions.



Comparison Comparison:  Analytical model and MC modelComparison:  Analytical model and MC model



Broadband Spectral Modeling: Broadband Spectral Modeling:  IGR J17091-3624 IGR J17091-3624 
(2011 outburst)

Data: Swift XRT and INTEGRAL Iyer, Nandi & Mandal 2015

Phenomenological Model TCAF Model 



IGR J17091-3624 (2011 outburst)IGR J17091-3624 (2011 outburst)

Mass of the central source: 



Spectral Modeling of XTE J1859+226 (1999 outburst)Spectral Modeling of XTE J1859+226 (1999 outburst)

PCA

Data: PCA + HEXTE  of RXTE 

Spectral modeling provides mass of the source: 5.2 − 7.9 M⊙



Spectral Modeling of XTE J1859+226 contd....Spectral Modeling of XTE J1859+226 contd....



Spectral Signature of Radio Flare: XTE J1859+226Spectral Signature of Radio Flare: XTE J1859+226

Calculate jet kinetic power from observed radio luminosity provides 
a mass outflow rate 7−14% of the accretion rate. This is consistent 
with the change in accretion rate required to fit the broadband 
spectra before and during the jet ejection 

Nandi et al., 2017 in preparation



GX 339-4 Outburst (2002; 2006)GX 339-4 Outburst (2002; 2006)

Data: PCA + HEXTE  of RXTE 

2002
2006



GX 339-4 Outburst (2002; 2006)GX 339-4 Outburst (2002; 2006)

20062002 2006



GX 339-4 Outburst (2015)GX 339-4 Outburst (2015)

Data: NuSTAR



Hard State (57191.03)                                  Intermediate State (57196.34)

2015 outburst of GS 20232015 outburst of GS 2023++338 (V404 338 (V404 Cyg) Cyg) 

Data: SWIFT  (XRT + BAT)



ConclusionsConclusions
A two-component hydrodynamic model implemented into 
xspec to fit the observed data

Outbursting events may trigger due to change in accretion 
of matter at the outer boundary or due to internal change in 
viscosity.

A Montecarlo model is necessary to fit the radiation from 
mildly relativistic and  ~ 1 plasma. 

A self-consistent  transonic flow xspec model is required for 
a better understanding of the realistic physical picture.



Thank YouThank You
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